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Description
and add in the menu like the other features.

15:41 <ohertel> marc, what's tiki mobile? 😊
15:42 <damian> the HAWHAW interface
15:42 <damian> for WAP, PDA, and VoiceTiki browsing
15:42 <marclaporte> de.tikiwiki.org/tiki-mobile.php
15:43 <marclaporte> you have this on without you knowing
15:43 *** marclaporte sets topic for #tikiwiki : http://dev.tikiwiki.org/tracker5 For the next 1-2 hours, please keep all discussions focused on 1.9.0
15:43 <ohertel> ah that one. 😔
15:43 <ohertel> marclaporte: so what you want for it? perms?
15:44 <marclaporte> naw, just on / off
15:44 <marclaporte> from main admin panel
15:44 <ohertel> is only 1 entry in the prefs table
15:44 <ohertel> no biggie
15:44 <marclaporte> perfect!
15:44 <ohertel> so it needs no read db change
15:45 <ohertel> just a feature_mobile = y/n 😃
15:45 *** ohertel doing update and starting debugger.
15:45 <marclaporte> in theory default should be on be y by default to respect 3 rules, but since it is very specialized, you can put n by default. Your choice!
15:46 <damian> respect the rules.
15:46 <damian> it causes less hassle for everyone that way
15:46 <cpw> I'm going to submit what I have for my Japanese translations then
15:46 <ohertel> we switch it off and write that to the release notes.
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